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Intelligence and EVE Structures
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ABSTRACT
The paper depicts a generic representation of a multi-segment war game leveraging machine intelligence with
two opposing asymmetrical players. We show an innovative Event-Verb-Event (EVE) structure that is used to
represent small pieces of knowledge, actions, and tactics. We show the war game paradigm and related machine
intelligence techniques, including data mining, machine learning, and reasoning AI which have a natural linkage
to causal learning, which can be applied for this game. We also show specifically a rule-based reinforcement
learning algorithm, i.e., Soar-RL, which can modify, link, and combine a large collection EVE rules, which
represent existing and new knowledge, to optimize the likelihood to win or lose a game in the end.
Keywords: Soar, reinforcement learning, causal learning, counterfactuals, war game, Event-verb-event, EVE
structures, asymmetrical rules
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, machine learning (ML) has successfully used back-propagation and large data sets to reach
human level performance. The techniques have been used to solve difficult pattern recognition problems as
perceptive artificial intelligence or perceptive AI for many types of use cases. These algorithms implement
learning as a process of gradual adjustment of underlying models’ parameters.1 However, although there is
great potential for these techniques to be applied to real-life, they have been criticized for being black boxes
and lacking understanding of causality which can be very important for decision makers. Reasoning AI such
as reinforcement learning2 and game theory3 have been successful as well in terms of producing human level
performance benchmarks. Convolutional neural networks and reinforcement learning combined can achieve the
best perceptive and reasoning AI for superior human level of performance.4
These technologies have the great potential to address the unique challenges of modeling complex functions
of defense applications including mission planning, decision making and causal reasoning. Leveraging machine
intelligence, in the sense of leveraging big databases, existing/new knowledge, and tactics repositories, is critical
for the future success of defense applications. For example, when warfighters make decisions, they need to
take into considerations all possible states of different types of opponents and adversaries’ intentions, strategies,
decisions, and actions, which can be overwhelming for humans. Machine intelligence tools are needed for assisting
humans to reduce their cognitive load. The paper presents a use case with a need to elevate machine intelligence
to assist mission planning, decision making, and causal learning of warfighters as a form of a multi-segment war
game.
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2. MULTI-SEGMENT WAR GAME
We first define a generic representation of a multi-segment war game with two opposing asymmetrical players as
shown in Fig. 1. Such a war game is divided into multi-segments with events and verbs or actions alternating
with a self-player and opponent. For each player, actions characterized by the verbs are grouped into a few
categories, e.g., VA, VB , VC , VD, and VE . These categories can represent actions typically used in various warfare
areas. Events generated by the actions or verbs happen sequentially or in parallel in each segment. Probabilistic
rules E → V and V → E present the valid moves and probability of states. An EVE example would be:
“If an opponent is found (event), then track (verb) the opponent using tool A” and “if the opponent has been
successfully tracked (event), then target (verb) the opponent using tool B.” Figure 2 shows a list of action options
for Segment 1 in a very high level for a test game named “Battle Readiness Engagement Matrix (BREM)” as
shown in Fig. 3. Such EVEs can different or asymmetrical for each player. In a multi-segment war game, two
opposing asymmetrical players have their own sets of EVEs rules guiding corresponding valid moves. The verbs
or actions consume time and other costs. An event represents a single measurable outcome or state after an
action. Events are discrete and do not consume time but have value (e.g., contribution to win or lose a game in
the end). They are evaluated by a set of unifying equations to determine expected winning, losing, or drawing
status for each of the opposing asymmetrical players.
EVE rules are generated top-down from experts, or learned bottom-up using unsupervised learning from
historical data and knowledge repositories. The novelty/significance of the EVE approach is that they are used
to describe small pieces of knowledge, actions, and tactics, which can be systematically linked and combined to
optimize a global measure of effectiveness (MOE), e.g.,likelihood to win or lose a game in the end. Such EVE rules
repositories can be extremely large some EVE rules may be outdated or inconsistent – as they can be accumulated
over a long period time. New rules and tactics from big data, new sensors necessary to be incorporated into
current and future warfighting planning and executions. As shown in Fig. 3 of the BREM game, searching,
optimizing, learning, and gaming with novel course of actions using a large collection of knowledge repositories
and databases can only made possible for warfighers with the help of computing power and machine intelligence
algorithms. One novelty/significance of this paper is to show how to apply a specific form of machine learning of
reinforcement learning (RL), i.e., Soar-RL, to select, modify, link, and combine the EVE rules. Finally, our war
game and machine intelligence paradigms possess natural linkages to causal learning that is especially important
to warfighting activities such as mission planning, cognitive behavior and intent pattern recognition.
Figure 1. A war game divided into multi-segments with events and verbs alternating with opposing asymmetrical players
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3. CAUSAL LEARNING FACTORS
Our paper first offers a paradigm and supported evidence that our war game definition and related machine
intelligence techniques, including data mining, machine learning, and reasoning AI which have a natural linkage
to causal learning in the following aspects. It relates to the three layers of a causal hierarchy5,6 - association,
intervention, and counterfactuals, as well as a few other key elements of causal learning as detailed in the following
sections.
3.1 Association
Association is the lowest level in the causality ladder hierarchy. The common consensus of statisticians is that
data-driven machine intelligence analysis, including data mining and various flavors of ML, is appropriate in
discovering statistical correlations from data (subject to absence of forward bias). However, machine intelligence
Figure 2. Action options for Segment 1
Figure 3. Battle Readiness Engagement Matrix (BREM) Game
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requires human analysts to validate the correlations to conclude, in a scalable and error-prone way, which
correlations are causal and which ones are co-accidental. For instance, the EVE rules can be learned and
extracted from historical documents as correlations, associations, and sequential patterns. These rules are later
validated by human experts in their area of domain expertise.
3.2 Intervention
Intervention ranks higher than association in the causality ladder hierarchy which involves taking actions and
generating new data. A typical question at this level of causality ladder would be: What will happen if we
increase the intensity of an action defined by a verb? The answers to the question are more than just mining the
existing data. They need to have a new data generated in reaction to an intervention to see if the underlying
action is the cause to the desired effect (e.g., winning the game) or how sensitive the effect to the cause is.
The intervention can be modeled as an action or an verb. For example, instead of examining P (X|M), one
should further make sure M is actionable or P (X|do(M)) can be examined. The EVE structures contain verbs
as possible actions, therefore act as interventions naturally. Soar-RL and related global MOE are designed to
evaluate the effects of the interventions or action/state combinations are shown in Sec. 4.
3.3 Counterfactuals
The top of the causality ladder hierarchy is a typical question asked “What if I had acted differently?”.
Traditionally, the effect is defined as the outcome of an action for an entity and for the same entity without
the treatment, i.e.,P (E|C)–P (E|Not C). However, since this causal effect is impossible to directly observe for
the same entity. This is commonly referred to as the fundamental problem of causal inference. The potential-
outcome or counterfactual-based model of causal inference has led to key breakthroughs in applied statistics
and game AI. The key conceptual advances come from the idea of an entity-level action or “treatment” effect,
although it is unobservable, can be aggregated in various ways.
For example, the causal effect is typically measured using randomized two populations, one with the “treat-
ment” or action (or cause C) and other one without the “treatment” or action (Not C or control group), two
populations are randomized to ensure they are similar to each other (as if they are the same entity) in average in
all other dimensions except the treatment dimension. This is the randomized control treatment (RCT) theory,
which is a standard practice in the social sciences, drug development, and clinic trials.
With recent data-driven approaches such as data mining and machine learning, people can robustly estimate a
local average treatment effect in the region of overlap between treatment and control populations, but inferences
for averages, outside this zone are sensitive to underline machine learning algorithms. For example, people have
applied non-parametric models of machine learning such as nearest neighbors and random forests7 for better
causal learning since these methods can approximate the local treatment and control populations close to a RCT
setting.
The EVE structures allow reasoning and simulations using different categories of verbs or actions and compare
the effects. Selecting the maximum among P (E|C), P (Not E|C), P (E|Not C), and P (Not E|Not C) essentially
applies a counterfactual reasoning and eliminates the links which are less likely to be causal.
3.4 Relations of Machine Intelligence Algorithms
Traditional statistical analysis heavily depends on hypothesis tests, where the likelihood of the data P (X|H)
given a hypothesis H is compared to the a null hypothesis H0. The hypothesis test directly relates to the MLE
where the likelihood of the data P (X|M) given a model M is estimated from the data. The general assumption is
that the model is generative of the data if the likelihood is maximized compared to all other models, therefore, the
model is the cause of the data (effect). The generative models of the current ML/AI8 related to the hypothesis
tests and MLE, also consider given classification labels, what are the likelihood of the data observed. Causal
learning can be considered as a subclass of generative models because, at an abstract level, that resembles how
the data are actually generated as shown in reinforcement learning.2
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The current machine learning techniques are different from the maximum likelihood estimation approach, for
example, neural networks or many other machine learning classifiers which directly estimate posterior probabil-
ities of the models (e.g., classification labels) given the data, i.e., estimate P (M |X). The posterior probability
estimation related approaches have been criticized for being black boxes, lack of explainability and causality.
The two approaches have been competing historically. One of the important AI is the automatic speech
recognition, where Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been the leading approach since the late 1980s,9 yet
this framework has been gradually replaced with deep learning components which are now the leading approaches
to speech recognition (Hintonb et al. 2012). In other words, although these black box ML/AI techniques are
not often causal or explainable, they do work well in applications in term of producing accurate prediction and
classification for new data.7
To explain this blackbox effectiveness, for many machine learning algorithms, researchers apply cross-validation
and regularization theories. The focus of supervised machine learning is to make accurate prediction or classifica-
tion for out of sample data (new data that do not show in sample of train data). For example, machine learning
classifiers, a typical classification error graph for train (in-sample) and test (out-of-sample) errors, with respect
to the complexity of the models, e.g., measured by so called Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension or VC dimension,10
is shown in Fig. 4. From machine learning perspective, out-of-sample error is always larger than the in-sample
error (i.e., so-called overfitting problem), there is an optimal model complexity d*vc which gives the lowest test
error for a given train data. This is usually accomplished using cross-validation or regularization to avoid the
overfitting.11 The methods keep the model as small and smooth as possible so the difference between in-sample
error and out-of-sample error is minimized.
When the applications require causality analysis such as in a multi-segment war game we study in this paper,
we need to integrate the reasonable causal elements with data-driven machine learning approaches together, and
always keep human experts on-the-loop for interpreting the cause and effect relations.
In our setting, the EVE structures E → V rules, especially how actions are made to use these rules, belong
to machine learning techniques; while the V → E rules are generative rules.
4. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
One of the successful machine learning techniques is reinforcement learning where an AI agent takes action and
generates a new state based on its current state and expected value the agent estimates from its internal model.
It also learns from reward data from the environment by modifying its internal models. Reinforcement learning
is considered a causal learning model in this context since it is designed to generate the desired effect data by
Figure 4. ML algorithms and model complexity
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Table 1. Asymmetric Action/State Combinations
Self-Player Opponent
(e.g., environment or adversarial)
Action/state combination d1 o1
Action/state combination di oj
... ...
Action/state combination dN oM
taking the right actions (causes) and also learns from environmental feedback and modifies the internal action
models. The EVE structures allow perform reinforcement learning to select and modify EVE rules for a war
game, which needs to select and combine moves (actions) from large-scale existing knowledge bases.
4.1 Soar and Reinforcement Learning (Soar-RL)
Soar12,13 is a cognitive architecture that scalably integrates a rule-based AI system with many other capabilities,
including reinforcement learning and long-term memory. The main decision cycle of Soar involves rules that
propose new operators (e.g., internal decisions or external actions), as well as preferences for selecting amongst
them; an architectural operator-selection process; and application rules that modify agent state. A preference is
defined as the probability, contribution, or impact to reach the desired outcome (event) if an operator is selected.
The reinforcement-learning module (Soar-RL) modifies numeric preferences for selecting operators based on a
reward signal, either via internal or external source(s) – importantly, Soar-RL learns in an online, incremental
fashion and thus does not require batch processing of (potentially big) data. Soar has been used in modeling
large-scale complex cognitive functions for warfighting processes like the ones in a kill chain.14
4.2 Machine Learning in Soar-RL
A multi-segment war game as we defined is played by a self-player and her opponent. There are large collections
of different (asymmetrical) actions (verbs) for both players. A state is the input data to a self-player that can
not be decided or controlled by herself. Part of states may refer to the state of an opponent. An opponent may
be the environmental factor such as rain or no rain. A combination of the self-player’s actions and states of the
environmental factor and the self-player herself can result in certain reward for the self-player, for example, win
or lose in the end. In this case, the environmental factor as the as opponent does not care about win or lose
herself but does add uncertainty to the self-player’s win or lose in the end. The self-player can estimate and
perceive the whole state based on observable data. The opponent of a self-player can be a competitor or an
adversarial who can take deliberate actions to defeat the self-player. The opponent can be also be a collaborator
who might help the self-player to win. In any of these cases, the self-player needs to constantly simulate the
behavior and intent of the potential opponent and take the best of course of actions of herself in order to win. If
the opponent is hidden or information about the opponent is not perfect or the opponent changes dynamically
in the game3 the self-player’s course of action (COA) needs constantly adjust, re-dynamically program, adapt
her COAs.
Table 1 shows a self-player and opponent taking asymmetric action/state combinations. Table 2 shows each
action/state combination can consist of multiple components. An action is a decision of the self-player needs to
decide that can maximize her reward along the game or in the end. An action/state combination di consists of
a sequence of components ck that the self-player needs to decide. An ck can be an EVE rule or tactics selected
from a library of rules with parameters. These EVEs can be either used directly, or learned, tuned, and updated
with game data using Soar-RL. An ck can be also the state of herself (e.g., capability of her defense) that she
needs to consider when making decisions. An ck can be also the state of the opponent that the self-player has
to estimate from observable data (e.g., sensor data).
We use an action/state combination instead of a course of action or COA because an action/state combination
represent more flexible sequential and parallel actions and states in a war game, while a COA refers more of
traditional sequential actions taken by warfighters.
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Table 2. Action/State Combination Components
Action/State Combination f1 fi ... fK End Reward
Component
di 1 0 ... 1 win
... ... ... ... not win
4.3 Soar-RL Details
In a Soar-RL, a preference is defined as the probability of a rule to be used with respect to a total reward. To
translate into the multi-segment war game, a preference is the contribution of an EVE rule or f k to be selected
for a self-player to win. Define preferences f k− v 1− c 1, f k− v 0− c 1, f k− v 1− c 0, and f k− v 0− c 0,
where f k − v 1 − c 1 means “if an action/state combination component f k is included (v = 1), there is a
preference (probability) f k − v 1− c 1 for the self-player to win the game in the end (c = 1).”
We show how the preferences can be computed for the rules. Let m be the number of rules and N the number
of data for Soar-RL to perform on-policy learning.12,13
Q(st+1, at+1) = Q(st, at) + α[r + γmax
a∈A
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)] (1)
Since we only consider an on-policy setting or SARSA, Q(st+1, a) = 0 and let
δt = α(rt+1 −Q(st, at)) (2)
α, rt+1 = 1 for a positive reward or −1 for a negative reward. In order to converge, r∗ = Q(s∗, a∗) in Eq. (2), we
ask: Is there a set of preferences p1,p2,...pm that makes δt in Eq. (2) as small as possible when t→∞.
The total probability of winning for an action/state combination is the summation of the preferences from
each of the action/state combination components (Q-value in Eq. (1)). For any action/state combination di
which consists of K components included (v = 1) and K ′ components not included (v = 0). Equation (3) decides
a win in the end.
K∑
k=1
f k − v ∗ −c 1 >
K′∑
k′=1
f k′ − v ∗ −c 0, (3)
where ∗ denotes value 1 or 0. The self-player gains a positive reward 1 if a correct action is taken at time t or
a negative reward −1 if a wrong action is taken. For example, for an action/state combination, total preference
added for win is 4 and lose is 1, the predicted result would be win. If the truth is indeed win for this combination
for the self-player, then each of the K win rules’ preferences related to the combination is modified using a positive
reward 1K . If the ground truth is lose for this combination, each of the same K rules’ preferences is modified
using a negative reward − 1K . In other words, Soar-RL always modify the rules that involve the predicted win
or lose. Note some components that are not included (v = 0) can also contribute positively to the win (c = 1)
in Eq. (3), this is an example of counterfactuals considered in Soar-RL. Figure 5 (a) shows an example of the
BREM game where a suggested action component by Soar, i.e., “C2 (Command and Control) - Assess weapons
and aircraft availability including CASREPs.” Figure 5 (b) shows that Soar made the suggestion by selecting
the highest difference of the scores for class 1 (good) and class 0 (bad) for all nine possible choices of the current
segment of the game. Since the score (-0.099093) is negative, the Soar’s predicted class is 0 (bad). Figure 5 (c)
shows Soar-RL updated the preferences of the rules reflected the predicted class and the input components.
5. USE CASE AND TEST RESULTS
The use case contains about 50 components for an action/state combination. The 50 components include 30
dimensional actions as a vector ca possibly taken by the self-player, 20 dimensional states of the opponent (o
in Tab. 2), and 10 dimensional states of the self-player. In our representation as in Tab. 2, each component of
state or action is represented as binary 1 (state/action included) or 0 (state/action not included) as a Boolean
lattice.15 The training set contains about 1 million action/state combinations that have win and lose tagged for
the end game results. The test set contains about 300,000 action/state combinations. The value (good or bad) of
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each action/state combinations is based on if the self-player wins (good) or loses (bad) a game. There is less than
10% of the combinations are good combinations. There are possible 250 combinations for the self-player’s action
and state components. The sample data sets are only part of all the possible combinations. The paper focused
on applying Soar-RL to learn the value (win or lose a game) function from sample action/state combinations as
shown in Eq. (4):
Win or lose = f(ca, cs,o) (4)
When a self-player simulates and performs what-if analysis in the future, she can use Eq. (4) and optimization
algorithms to search actions ca when varying cs, o, or both.
We used Soar-RL with a fixed learning rate α = 0.0004 and reward values 1 when the value is predicted
correctly compared to the ground truth and −1 when the value prediction is incorrect compared to the ground
truth.
5.1 Convergence of Soar-RL
Since Soar-RL is an online on-policy machine learning algorithm, it is important to show the algorithm converges
in theory and in practice. Figure 6 shows the convergence of the changes of the preferences for the use case when
the iteration is 20. The convergence of the preferences can be proved using the game theory and reinforcement
learning theory.
5.2 Soar-RL and Counterfactuals
When a Soar-RL learns/updates the rules, it learns/updates the preferences of a component as well as the
preferences of its counterfactuals. In other words,
• P (good result|component k included),
• P (good result|component k not included),
Figure 5. Soar example in BREM
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• P (bad result|component k included), and
• P (bad result|component k not included),
where an action/state combination with K components included and K ′ component not included, are estimated
independently and used for causality reasoning to see if a component k is a cause for good or bad result (effect).
We also compute








P (good result|component k not included)
(5)
and








P (bad result|component k not included).
(6)
Figure 6. The convergence of learning preferences of the rules in Soar-RL
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The difference between
P (good result|an action/state combination) and
P (bad result|an action/state combination)
is used to predict if an action combination is good or bad.
5.3 Soar-RL and Explainable AI (XAI)
Soar-RL is also based on understandable rules and provides the advantage of explainable AI (XAI).16 The rules
used in the prediction and updating are listed in Fig. 5 (c).
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed the EVE structures and integration of machine and causal learning techniques used
in modeling a multi-segment war game. We showed how the EVE structures and related machine intelligence
techniques used to link, modify and update a large collection of existing and new knowledge and tactics for the
multi-segment war game. We also illustrated the critical elements of causal learning for the EVE structures and
Soar-RL. The integration of machine and causal learning techniques has the potential for a wide range of tactical
decision edge applications.
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